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About This Content

"A special mission that gives you a weapon useful in the early part of the main game. Additionally, if you complete it, you will
also get Edy from the original Valkyria Chronicles as a playable character!

This mission can be played after unlocking the Headquarters in Chapter 2 of the main story. To access this mission, go to Book
Mode > Menu > Extra Stories."
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Very addictive game, and a very hard one to beat in high levels.
PopCap best game of all times!

. Brilliant sandboxy multiplayer game.

The game might feel a little limited at first, but you'll quickly discovered there's much fun to be had when playing with other
people. The soundtrack is great, the graphics are great, and the gameplay is a lot of fun, no matter which class you are.

My only gripes would be that the island is too hard to navigate via ground-based means (lots of long detours to get around
water), and that helicopters and planes are just too hard to shoot down from the ground (or the air for that matter).

Highly recommended.. If you enjoyed gigantic army it's highly likely you will love this. Absolutly love it!. This is the most
annoying, time wasting and horrid game ever developed, but it's still charming in its own weird way, buy it!. pretty good game.
Hey guys who bought this. Do you guys know how to get the bus in game? I have the decals and everything but I can't seem to
find out how to get the bus.
Thanks
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I really loved the concept of this game and the amazing and relaxing soundtrack. Buy it!. Looks good.. Very fun arcade off-road
racing.

Pros:
* Game modes! Capture the flag, gate hunt, pathfinder, knockout and more. MadMax style action where 6 cars are heading
toward the flag or gate from different directions at full speed.
* Map is huge tile repeated infinitely. You can drive forever without hitting map edge. Awesome idea that complements game
modes - target can be approached from different angle. For example if way east to the base is crowded with opponents you can
return flag by going to the west, north or south. Brilliant idea.

Cons:
* Damage model is very disappointing. Car only loses panels and accessories without drive capability being affected. Only big
hits result in "car broken" state where all wheels fall off (even when car falls on roof!) and car must be repaired. This is huge
downgrade when compared to first 1nsane game where whole car frame could be deformed and watching out not to cripple the
car was essential to win.
* Cars do not show advantage on given maps/tracks. Buggy class should be dune master while monster class should dominate
crazy jumps. Instead every race can be won in random car.

I had a good time playing this game. Thanks!

After 1NSANE and IN2ANE I'm waiting now for INSAN3 (multiplatform please)!. I had to flush £10.00 down the toilet just to
feel better. Please please please STEAM... WHY ? Why on earth would you publicise a game that is of so poor quality and
functionality, ruin you reputation.

Pros: Good for 5 mins ... I played 60 just to see if it would get better.

Cons: Graphics...err, what graphics, maybe back in the 90s but certainly not what you would expect today, and there's no
improvement when you set everything to high.

Sounds: arrrrghhhh, door opening and closing all the time, inane chatter so repettitive, I'd lost the will to live. Vehicles all sound
like a 1950s Polish tractor.... and I mean ALL vehicles.

Gameplay: Not bad, I put out the dumpster fire, the BBQ pit fire and I took a drunk person to hospital, I then went to the nearest
river and threw myself in.

Any chance of my money back ?. Its a cheaply designed game. No groundbreaking things nor excitement just Box2d physics. It
have sound effects, like 10 different one, I probably heard it all in 20mins.. This game has a lot of potential. It has a lot of
glitches but if they fix that this game would be so much fun. What elts would be fun is if they added multiplayer to this and you
could build viehcals that would fight against each other.. it's the best game that I ever played =3. If you find appeal in this game,
just go play the real non-steam PC version.. I liked it a lot, has spelling errors and fights tend to last too long. Has old crappy
RPG feel and i like that.
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